Does renal function affect gadolinium deposition in the brain?
Was to compare T1 signal intensity ratios of dentate nucleus to cerebellar white matter (DN/cerebellum), dentate nucleus to pons (DN/pons) and globus pallidus to thalamus (GP/thalamus) in patients with normal renal function and in patients on chronic hemodialysis. To find out if renal function affects the deposition of gadolinium in brain after administration of linear gadolinium based contrast agents (GBCA). Seventy eight contrast enhanced brain MRIs (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) with linear GBCA of 13 patients on chronic hemodialysis and 13 patients with normal renal function retrospectively evaluated. The DN/pons, DN/cerebellum and GP/thalamus signal intensity ratios were measured from each brain MRI on unenhanced axial T1 weighted images. In hemodialysis group statistically significant increase in the signal intensity ratios of DN/pons, DN/cerebellum and GP/thalamus were found between the first and the last brain MRIs (p = .001). The increase in the signal intensity ratios of DN/pons, DN/cerebellum and GP/thalamus between the first and the last brain MRIs in control group were not significant (p > 0.05). The signal intensity increase in DN and globus pallidus were significantly higher in hemodialysis group than control group (p < 0.05). Patients on hemodialysis had significantly higher DN and GP signal intensity increase compared to the patients with normal renal function. Renal function affects the rate of gadolinium deposition in the brain after administration of linear GBCA.